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The Composer   Composer/pianist Ketty Nez joined the composition and theory department at the
Boston University School of Music in the fall of 2005, after teaching for two years at the University of Iowa.
At BU, she directed the Time’s Arrow new music ensemble for four years; her orchestral work cirrulian ice was
premiered by Alea III, and take time by the BU Wind Ensemble. In 2002-3, Ms. Nez completed a residence of
several months at the École Nationale de Musique in Montbéliard, France, prior to the premiere of her chamber
opera An Opera in Devolution: Drama in 540 Seconds, at the 2003 Seventh Festival A*Devantgarde in
Munich. In 2001, she spent several months as visiting composer/scholar at Stanford University’s CCRMA
studios, and in 1998 participated in the year-long computer music course at IRCAM. Before computer music
studies, Ms. Nez worked for two years with Louis Andriessen in Amsterdam, and co-founded the international
contemporary music collective Concerten Tot and Met. Her music has been performed in festivals in Europe,
North America, and Asia. She holds a Ph.D. in composition from the University of California at Berkeley {1994},
a master’s degree in composition from the Eastman School of Music {1990}, a bachelor’s degree in piano
performance from the Curtis Institute of Music {1983}, and a bachelor’s degree in psychology from Bryn Mawr
College {1987}. Current projects include a piano concerto for the BU Wind Ensemble; the orchestral score to
Thomas Edison’s 1904 film, The Maniac Chase, for DVD production by ERM Medias; collaborative performances
by “The Two Composers” duo with composer/violist Mark Berger, and the Wolfe/Nez duo with violinist Katie Wolfe.

The Music   By design, my music is not part of any single school of thought, and I consciously seek influences
from multiple sources. This esthetic stance may reflect my mixed Macedonian/Slovenian heritage: born in 1965
in Skopje {Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia}, raised in the States, and having lived occasionally in Europe,
I often find myself traversing different cultural zones. Rigorously trained throughout my childhood and teens
as a concert pianist, I became interested in composition as a young adult. As a result, my compositional references
were, and continue to be, unavoidably catholic and far-flung—stylistically, temporally, and geographically. 

Between my bachelor’s studies in piano at Curtis and before my master’s studies in composition at
Eastman, I worked in Tokyo with composer Michio Mamiya in 1988. At his suggestion, I started writing for
traditional Japanese instruments. After finishing a doctorate at UC Berkeley, I spent the following decade
exploring electronic music. During 1996–2003, I relocated several times between Europe and San Francisco,
studying with Louis Andriessen in Amsterdam, and electronic music with Hans Tutschku {at IRCAM in Paris,
and later at the Conservatory in Montbéliard, France}. Both these composers have proved a subtle and

persistent influence. They suggested to me new ways to control the perception of time and the flow of musical
narrative, by means of manipulating musical texture, harmonic change, and patterns of contour and rhythm. 

Returning again to the States in 2003 to teach at the University of Iowa, the convivial experiences of
playing chamber music with several string faculty convinced me to once again return to the stage, after
a hiatus of nearly a decade. In resuming an active role as performer, I found that I was also drawn to
incorporating idiomatic gestures for each instrument, and exploring the play of allusions to other styles of music.
My current interest in mixing references also comes from a combination of other influences: discussions with
Andriessen about his extensive experience writing for theater and opera; the use of sampling in my composition
of electroacoustic music; and my experiences of writing for performers of traditional Japanese instruments
when living in Tokyo, and playing in a Javanese gamelan while studying at UC Berkeley.

The five recent chamber works on this recording, Postcards from the 1930’s, timed curves, between,
before, and wind down ii, were written for myself to play, and were composed after moving to Boston in 2005
to start teaching at Boston University. This recording features several of the exceptional artists I have since
then collaborated with: violinists Katie Wolfe and Ari Streisfeld, violist Mark Berger, and the Ex Novo Ensemble
of Venice. For this project, I revisited before with a different performer, and transcribed wind down ii from
cello to viola. As always, discussions with performers generated new insights and interpretations. Because I
was simultaneously the composer as well as performer, I enjoyed the rare opportunity to work with different
artists on the same compositions: my music, in fact, acted as a mirror, revealing individual taste and
preference, in a kind of musical dialogue among several participants.

The most recent work on this recording, and marking a departure of sorts, Postcards from the 1930’s was
the byproduct of my everlasting curiosity for the sounds and rhythms of my own ethnic backgrounds, a
mixture of Slovenian and Slavic Macedonian. In 1934-35, Milman Parry and Albert B. Lord searched for
modern-day descendants of Homeric epics in mountainous areas of Bosnia, Hercegovina, Montenegro, and
southern Serbia. Finding 350 of these epic heroic poems, or “men’s songs,” they also recorded 260 lyrical-
narrative “women’s songs,” and 16 instrumental works. In 1941-2, as Associate in Music at Columbia
University, Béla Bartók transcribed 75 of these unaccompanied “women’s songs,” and co-published them
with Lord in 1951, as Serbo-Croatian Folk Songs. Possessed of extremely sensitive hearing {ordinary loud
noises would cause him pain}, Bartók’s notations are meticulous, marking microtonal inflections and subtle
rhythmic details of the elaborately ornamented parlando-rubato melodies. Determining underlying skeletal



melodic and rhythmic structure, he statistically catalogued various melodic features, such as mode,
cadences, range, and syllabic metric structure. With the groundbreaking approach of comparative analysis,
he determined “family resemblances” among melodies, and deduced historical influences between different
cultures. One unresolved ideological issues in ethnomusicology is the question of how—and how accurately
— to annotate a specific performance of repertoire from an oral tradition, inevitably modified according to
performer and context. I reinterpreted several of Bartók’s transcriptions as starting points for Postcards from
the 1930’s, viewing these melodies as musical snapshots of my own ethnic “past.” The titles are drawn from
the texts of the songs which inspired each “postcard.”

Written in the summer of 2008 for Daniele Ruggieri and Ex Novo Ensemble, timed curves explores ways
to manipulate our perception of time in manners both calculatedly smooth {using exponential curves} as well
as handmade—grainy and rough. Several folk songs from the Macedonians of Bulgaria’s Pirin region peek through:
my compositional borrowings included references to the highly melismatic ornamentation, modal harmonic fields,
and shifting patterns of additive rhythms. In contrast are spectral chords of stretched overtones, and controlled
randomness in attack times and interval sizes; these techniques are introduced using algorithmic processes
I have developed over several recent compositions, part of my ongoing work with IRCAM’s OpenMusic software.

As a companion piece to timed curves, and written immediately afterwards, between explores possible
types of interactions, given different musical worlds and sensibilities. Similarly, several Macedonian and
Serbian thematic fragments reappear and morph, continuously conversing with highly abstract textures
generated by my computer algorithms. Adding to the mix, the violin plays the role of folk fiddler in contrast to
the piano’s abstract and jazzy free improvisations. 

Written the summer of 2007 for violinist Katie Wolfe {and here recorded with Ari Streisfeld}, before is
a companion piece to beyond release {a duo concertante for two celli and orchestra, released recently on Albany
Records}. Both compositions use algorithmic manipulations of harmonic spectra in a fairly reductionistic
manner, choosing only a few collections from the infinitely numerous overtones and equal-tempering them to
allow pseudo-tonal sonorities to emerge. Using exponential tempi curves, I also sampled various musical
textures, including melodic lines, in a fragmented fashion; I wanted to explore how much distortion I could
apply before something would become unrecognizable. I looked for ways to lead from abstract sonic concepts
such as pitch, duration, and attack time, and morph the results of random processes into tangible, if
ephemeral, stylistic allusions. Popping the hood on music, as it were, I wanted to rebuild known musical

materials from scratch. Seeking to avoid a formal narrative design, I decided to let the results simply speak
(or rather, sound) for themselves. 

The oldest work on this recording, and marking the start, in 2006, of my exploration of the applications
to instrumental composition of IRCAM’s OpenMusic, wind down ii is a transcription of wind down, written for
cellist Mike Reynolds. The piece explores erasure and the unraveling of musical textures, with a wink to the
opening theme of the first movement of Ravel’s Piano Trio. Abstractly defined algorithms of intervallic content
and tempo curves generated the raw musical fabric. Following compositional work involved freely modifying
and individuating this material into various types of gestures, fragmentary allusions, and tip-of-the-tongue
associations tickling the ear. wind down ii was transcribed in September, 2008, for violist Mark Berger, with
whom I have formed the “The Two Composers” viola/piano duo. 

The Performers   Violinist Katie Wolfe enjoys an intriguing career mix as soloist, recording artist,
chamber musician, orchestral leader and adjudicator. She has performed in the United States, Canada, Costa
Rica, Bolivia, Malaysia, Korea, Japan, the Soviet Union, Italy, Spain and the Netherlands. She currently is on the
faculty of the University of Iowa, Oklahoma Arts Institute and the Assisi Music Festival. Along with pianist and
composer Ketty Nez, Ms. Wolfe has been involved in the creation and performance of many newer works for
violin and piano. The Wolfe/Nez Duo performs works written especially for them, in addition to other works
written in the past 20 years and other masterpieces of the 20th Century literature. Their adventuresome
programs have been presented at schools across the country, including the Eastman School of Music, Oberlin
Conservatory, University of Iowa and Boston University, among others. Ms. Wolfe holds degrees from Indiana
University, as a student of Miriam Fried, and the Manhattan School of Music with Sylvia Rosenberg and also
has received the prestigious Fulbright Lecture Award to teach and perform in Bolivia. She also served as
concertmaster or assistant concertmaster of the Oklahoma City Philharmonic, the Lubbock Symphony Orchestra,
Manhattan Chamber Orchestra, the Jupiter Symphony, and the National Symphony of Bolivia. Ms. Wolfe has
recently released a CD of the complete violin sonatas of Danish composer Niels Gade by Centaur Records,
and has also recorded for Albany Records, Newport Classics, and Kleos Classics.

The Ex Novo Ensemble was founded in Venice in 1979 by the composer Claudio Ambrosini and seven
performers, who have remained together since then. The ensemble’s commitment to explore the diverse
languages of contemporary music has became the basis for their continual reexamination of classical repertoire,



including relatively unknown music for unusual instrumentation. Ex Novo’s distinctive character is immedi-
ately recognized and lauded internationally by both public and critics. Their annual Festival Ex Novo Musica
in Venice, began in 2004, is devoted to new forms of performance, with support from Venetian Ministry for
Cultural Heritage and Activities. This year marks the sixth festival as well as their thirtieth anniversary.

Their appearances at festivals include the Huddersfield Contemporary Music Festival, Vitasaari Time
of Music in Finland, Festival d’Avignon in France, Ars Musica in Brussels, Warsaw Autumn, Akademie der Künste
in Berlin, Gaudeamus Foundation in Amsterdam, Tage fur neue Musik in Zurich, Internationale gesellschaft
für Neue Musik in Basel, Strasbourg Festival, Concerts Ville de Genève, Festival di Villa Medici in Rome,
Venice Biennale, Musica Insieme in Bologna, Musica nel nostro tempo in Milan, Eco & Narciso in Venice and
Bologna, and Milano musica. 

Ex Novo has performed on the concert seasons of the Munich Philharmonic, Salzburg Mozarteum,
Teatro San Carlo in Naples, Teatro Verdi in Trieste, Radiotelevisione Italiana in Rome and Milan, the Tish
Foundation in New York, and the Chicago Center of Arts. Ex Novo performances have been broadcast on BBC,
Radio France, Radiotelevisione Italiana, Westdeutscher Rundfunk, Süddeutscher Rundfunk, Belgian
Broadcasting Company, Swiss Radio, and the Swedish Radio Network. Commissioning new music extensive-
ly, Ex Novo has put out numerous disks which focus on one composer, including Ambrosini, Berio, Busoni,
Casella, Dall’Ongaro, Donizetti, Maderna, Malipiero, Martucci, Pizzetti, Respighi, Rossini, Rota, Schoenberg,
Sgambati, Togni, and Wolf-Ferrari. The ensemble has recorded with Albany Records, Arts, AS disc, ASV
Records, Black Box, Dynamic, Edipan, Giulia, Naxos, Ricordi, Stradivarius, and Velut Luna.

Ari Streisfeld began playing the violin at the age of six. He received his BM from the Eastman School
of Music and his MM from Northwestern University. His teachers have included Zvi Zeitlin, Almita Vamos, and
Peter Zazofsky. Ari has attended many music festivals including the Music Academy of the West, New York
String Orchestra Seminar, the Kent/Blossom Music Festival, Atlantic Music Festival, and the Lucerne Festival
Academy. As a composer, Ari was a recipient of the 2000 ASCAP Morton Gould Young Composers Awards and
has soloed with the Kennett Symphony Orchestra, Northwestern Philharmonia, and as a winner of the 2008
Boston University Concerto Competition, he performed the Berg Violin Concerto with the Boston University
Symphony Orchestra. Mr. Streisfeld was also a member of the Civic Orchestra of Chicago, Dal Niente
contemporary music ensemble, and is a founding member of the JACK Quartet. Praised for its “powerhouse
playing” by the Chicago Sun-Times and its “extraordinary precision” by the Boston Globe, the JACK Quartet

has quickly established a reputation for giving high-energy performances of today’s most demanding works
for string quartet. The New York Times labeled their performance of the complete Xenakis String Quartets as
one of the “most memorable classical music presentations of 2008.” The JACK Quartet has given performances
at venues around the world including Carnegie Hall, La Biennale di Venezia, the Lucerne Festival, the Witten
Festival for New Music and the Festival Internacional Chihuahua. They have also studied with the Arditti,
Kronos, and Muir String Quartets and have worked with such composers as Helmut Lachenmann, Wolfgang
Rihm, Matthias Pintscher, Beat Furrer, and Aaron Cassidy and have recorded for Mode Records. Mr. Streisfeld
is currently pursuing a DMA at Boston University. 

Mark Berger, composer/violist/violinist, is very active in the Boston area and has performed with many
of Boston’s finest ensembles, including the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Boston Pops, Emmanuel Music,
Boston Modern Orchestra Project and Boston Lyric Opera. An avid chamber musician, he is a member of the
Worcester Chamber Music Society, Music at Eden’s Edge, a duo partnership “The Two Composers” with pianist/
composer Ketty Nez, and has been a guest artist with the Lydian String Quartet. Mr. Berger has performed at
summer festivals such as Kneisel Hall, June in Buffalo and Tanglewood, where he was a member of the New
Fromm Players, new music ensemble-in-residence. As composer, his works have been performed by the
Worcester Chamber Music Society, New York New Music Ensemble, Dinsaur Annex, ALEA III, Xanthos
Ensemble, Music at Eden’s Edge, QX, the Lydian String Quartet, the Third Coast Percussion Quartet, Ensemble
Permutaciones {Mexico} and the Hellenic Ensemble of Contemporary Music {Greece}. Mr. Berger has been
a prize winner in the ASCAP Morton Gould Young Composers Competition and the League of Composers/ISCM
Competition and has received grants from NEFA and the Brannen Cooper Fund. He is currently on the music
faculty at Clark University, U Mass Lowell and Middlesex Community College.



Postcard from the 1930’s {2008}
1 Listen to a Wonder Never Heard Before! {Hercegovina} [1:24]
2 Nona Una {Dalmatia} [:49]
3 Beside the Crystal Waters of a Brook {Hercegovina} [1:13]
4 By Sarajevo There’s a Green Garden {Hercegovina} [:50]
5 What Is the Reason, My Beloved? {Hercegovina} [1:24]
6 A Brief, Sad Letter {Hercegovina} [1:16]
7 It’s {More} Money That Marries Off a Homely Girl {Hercegovina} [:53]
8 Dheza Falls Asleep by the Sea {Hercegovina} [1:35]
9 Oh, Green Pine Tree {Dalmatia} [1:49]

10 Zorna Zorka {Hercegovina} [:57]
11 Were I to Choose a Man {Hercegovina} [2:30]
12 Two Black Ravens {Hercegovina} [1:58]
13 Old Mother of Dzhaferbeg {Bosnia} [:57]

Katie Wolfe, violin | Ketty Nez, piano

14 timed curves {2008} [16:23]
Members of the Ex Novo Ensemble
Daniele Ruggieri, flute & piccolo
Davide Teodoro, clarinet
Carlo Lazari, violin
Carlo Teodoro, cello
Ketty Nez, piano

15 between {2008} [13:39]
Katie Wolfe, violin
Ketty Nez, piano

16 before {2007} [18:04]
Ari Streisfeld, violin
Ketty Nez, piano

17 wind down ii {2008} [11:46]
Mark Berger, viola
Ketty Nez, piano

Total Time = 79:29
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